
                  

                                            SESSION--(2020-21) 

 

NAME OF STUDENT:   _____________________________ 

CLASS: VI 

TEACHERS NAME/SIGN: ____________________________     

 



                              HOLIDAY HOMEWORK   Class 6 

                                           ENGLISH 

 

1. Write 5 riddles with answers. 

2. Write any 20 antonyms and synonyms. 

3. Draw picture of town consisting clouds, buildings, cars, busses, 

etc. 

4. How Ramanna decided the case of the pot of gold (read lesson 

then write). 

5. Prepare a dictionary having minimum 5 words of each alphabet 

(new words) with meaning to enhance the vocabulary .Cover it 

beautifully with cover and put a book mark in it with a moral 

value written on bookmark. 

6. Make a cause and effect chart on Covid-19 .Also write Do’s & 

Don’t during Covid-19. You can make a your chart in any shape . 

Daily work :- 

a. Do revise covered syllabus daily. 

 

b. Do one page writing daily in notebook. 

 

 

 

 

                        

                         

 



                        Holiday Homework Class 6 

                                 Social Studies 

 

1. On a chart  paper draw a colourful diagram of the tools and the 

weapons of early man. 

2. Make a chart on the life style of the Nomads. Draw picture and 

write information about it. 

3. Make list of 5 nuclear and 5 joint families near by your 

surroundings. 

4. What are the sources of knowing history ? Make a list of them. 

  

 

                                                            Holiday Homework Class 6 

                                                MATHS 

1. Prepare a beautiful chart on Indian & International system of 

Numeration  upto  crore / billion. Paste it on a cardboard. 

2. Collect  information on any 1 famous Mathematician (write in 

notebook) . 

(a) Aryabhatta  (b) Bhaskara  (c) Shrinivasan Ramanujan 

3. To find prime numbers between 1to 100 by the Sieve of 

Eratosthens  method (it is given on page 52 in mathematics book). 

4. To find L.C.M & H.C.F. by pasting paper strips on sheet (Chapter – 

Playing with numbers ). 

5. To verify that Addition & Multiplication of whole numbers is 

commutative using squared paper on A4 size sheet or in notebook 

(Chapter -  Whole number) 

6. Do five sums using Prime factorisation method ( Factor tree). 

Do five sums of divisibility test. 

Write five  examples of successor and predessor (according to text 

book) 

Daily work  :- 

a. Learn Time tables from 2 to 20. 
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                         Science –Class  6       
 

  1)    Make a list (with picture) of  food ss items generally taken 

by   people of different regions   of India .Place these on a large 
out line map of India to display in your classroom. 
 

  2)   Find out the names of plants that grow in water and which 
are eaten as food. 
 

  3)  Prepare a diet chart to provide balance diet to a twelve year 

old child. The diet chart should   include food items which are 

not expensive and commonly available in your area. 


